We know we’re doing something right when we hear,
“**This is the best PD I’ve ever done!**”

**Engaging teachers to develop instructional habits and**
**Desmosify their lessons**
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**Slides**

Link to our slide deck from this presentation

**Graphs**

Super cool graphs that we made today!

**Scavenger Hunt**

Level up your Desmos calculator skills.

**Knots**

The original “how long is the rope?” activity as presented in today’s presentation

**Knots AB**

Run knots in a rope as a premade activity in Desmos Activity Builder

**Land the Plane**

Teacher version of Land the Plane. Complete with challenge creator
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**Graphing Stories**

Students will watch 15-second videos and translate them into graphs with your help.

**Learn Desmos**

Learn more about how to use Desmos from people that actually know how to use it.

**Resources**

Lessons created in activity builder by HIDOE teachers as well as links to websites containing activities and resources.